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Free Online Slots. Welcome to penny-slot-machines, home of the free online slot . Offering you the safest
and best free slots since 2006. Our site focuses on genuine Vegas casino games, made by the best slot
machine makers. Here, you can play all the classic slots as well as brand new games, without spending
a single cent. Because out site is run by genuine slot enthusiasts, rather than a company with investors,

we don't have to use pop-ups, or ask you for your email address. We focus on fun, rather than generating
income for outside investors. Our focus on Vegas games, and our no spam policy is what our visitors

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it


love about the site. It's why people come back again and again, after over 15 years online. NO SPAM
GUARANTEE: 1) No Download Required. All of the slot machines listed here (and video poker and table

games) are instant play games. All you have to do to enjoy them is click the play button. After a few
seconds, the game will load directly in your web browser, and nothing will be downloaded to your

computer. 2) No Registration Required. We will never ask you to sign-up, or register your details to play
our free games. There is no need for such things, so we refuse to do it. 3) No Pop-up Advertising. We
will never bombard you with pop-up adverts when you are enjoying our free slot games. We think pop-
ups are nasty, so we don't use them. 4) No Email Requests & No Spam. We will never ask you for your
email address. You know what happens when you hand out your email, right? They spam you! Not cool,

so we don't do it. Free slots from Las Vegas casinos. There are hundreds of free Las Vegas originals to
play, plus an even bigger selection of 'online only' games. We have all the legendary classics, as well as

brand new casino slots. The following five companies make the most popular free Vegas games we
offer: IGT (make the most popular games in Vegas, including Cleopatra, Golden Goddess,

Lobstermania, Texas Tea, Cats, Da Vinci Diamonds, Pharaoh's Fortune, Wheel of Fortune, Siberian
Storm, Pixies of the Forest, Wolf Run, Stinkin' Rich, Double Diamond, and Triple Diamond) Bally (the

most famous Bally games are the Quick Hit Slots series, but there are loads of others, including Michael
Jackson, 88 Fortunes and Dragon Spin) WMS (big hits for WMS include Wizard of Oz, Goldfish, Jackpot

Party, Spartacus, Bier Haus, Alice in Wonderland, Raging Rhino and Zeus) Konami (popular Konami
games include China Shores, Vibrant 7s, China Mystery, Lotus Land, Golden Wolves, and Roman

Tribune) Brand new online slots. Over recent years, a huge number of new slot machine brands have
started to appear in Vegas. Some of the new games are incredible and so we've added free versions of

them to our site. Our favorites new free slot producers are listed below: Pragmatic Play (top games
include Pixie Wings, Wolf Gold, Lucky Dragons, KTV, and Dwarven Gold) Netent (top slots include

Starburst, Gonzo's Quest, Dracula, Twin Spin, Dazzle Me and Jackpot 6000) Lightning Box (top games
include Astro Cat, Chilli Gold, Stellar Jackpots, Fortune Pays, Pixie Gold and Frogs' n' Flies) High 5 (top

casino slots include Hoot loot, Double Da Vinci Diamonds, Moon Warriors, The Charleston, Renoir
Riches, and Gypsy) Betsoft (make 3D Slots, including Gladiator, Lucky 7, The Slotfather, Sugar Pop, 2
Million BC and Boomanji) Spielo (genuine casino slots, include 7s Wild, Plants vs. Zombies, African

Riches, Sphinx Wild, Dragon's Temple, and Gypsy Moon) Free Casino Games. Free mobile slots. Play
genuine casino slots on your mobile and tablet. These days, most slot machine fans prefer to play on

mobile, rather than desktop. Even though laptops have better screens and more exciting, our
smartphone are much more convenient. This makes mobile the number one choice, for most of us. If you
like would like to play the latest Vegas slots for free on mobile, visit our mobile slots page. Tablets are
also a great way to enjoy free slots. A recent survey found that players think that the tablet is actually the
best device to play games on. Tablets offer a superb gaming experience because they have lovely big,
vibrant screens. Also, the touchscreen is very similar to how we play the video slots we love so much in
the Vegas casinos. We have hundreds of mobile-friendly slots games, including all the classic originals

(like Cleopatra, Quick Hit, Wolf Run, Davinci Diamonds, and Triple Diamond) along with brand new titles
that haven't even appeared in the Vegas casinos yet! You get all the same bonus features in your free

slots as you would if you were playing the game in Vegas. So, you get to play the same free spins
bonuses, the extra wild symbols, scatter symbols, higher payouts, and the chance to win free coins. Free
or real money - your choice: Free social casino slots. Play our free casino app, with hundreds of brand
new games. Recently, we added an incredible new casino app where you can play amazing free slots
and games. The incredible thing about these games, is that you can create your own casino world in
them and interact with other players at the same time. The other great thing, is they are free. Play our
Free Casino World App. To play, you first create your character, then it's time to explore. A lot of our

players say that once you discover the fun to be had, you'll never want to go back to plain old slots. Free
Video Poker and Casino Games. 
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